Reading (What) Is Fun

23.10.2017 Introductory Meeting: How Does This Course Work?
Present your favorite book!

Between the sessions:
Mondays, 14:00 – 15:30, Institutsbibliothek / Gruppenarbeitsraum (4th floor), drop-in-system

For the next session:
Find out more about your favorite book:
➔ other works by the same author
➔ genre and /or subgenre
➔ think about narrative situation, plot development, setting, etc. ....
➔ try to integrate your insights from “Introduction to Literary Studies”
➔ read what has been made available on ILIAS for the next session

13.11.2017 How To Do a Literary Review:
Structural and Formal Requirements
Between the sessions:
Monday, 14 – 15:30, Institutsbibliothek / Gruppenarbeitsraum (4th floor), drop-in-system

For the next session:
→ augment and enhance your considerations by including your insights from the previous session
→ integrate your insights from “Introduction to Literary Studies”
→ read what has been made available on ILIAS

18.12.2017 Get Inspired! Reviews by Famous Reviewers

Between the sessions:
Monday, 14 – 15:30, Institutsbibliothek / Gruppenarbeitsraum (4th floor), drop-in-system

→ draw your inspiration from texts by Michiko Kakutani and other professional reviewers
→ augment and enhance your considerations by including your new insights (from previous sessions, from what you have read so far, from your “Introduction to Literary Studies”
→ write a review of your favorite book

22.01.2017 Present your favorite book again!